WEYERHAEUSER FRAMER SERIES LUMBER
®

Who says you can’t
improve on a classic?
WEYERHAEUSER
FRAMER SERIES LUMBER
®

Forget about guesswork. Forget about
callbacks down the road. With Framer
Series lumber, you finally know how
today’s lumber will look and perform
six months from now. Our patented
computerized grading system—the result
of 10 years in testing—goes far beyond
visual grading capabilities to ensure that
every piece starts straight and stays
straight. We even mark each board crown
to eliminate guesswork on the jobsite. It’s
all about using the right product for the
right application, maximizing your labor,
your budget, and your stellar reputation.
• Precision-tested for fiber strength
(machine-graded M-9 or M-12)
• Computerized grading virtually
eliminates warp
• Ideally suited for precision applications
• An arrow on every board clearly
indicates the direction of the crown
• Comes from SFI-certified mills and
timberlands
• Treated with factory-applied
mold inhibitor

WEYERHAEUSER FRAMER SERIES LUMBER
®

KEEP YOUR CREWS BUSY
FRAMING—NOT CULLING

WEYERHAEUSER FRAMER
SERIES LUMBER BENEFITS
•P
 redictable performance—
less guesswork
• Reduced callbacks

We all know that time is money, and nobody wants to spend valuable jobsite time culling
and sorting. Every piece of Framer Series lumber has already been graded above and
beyond industry standards, so you can be sure of what you’re getting. That consistency
and stability saves time for your
crews, cuts down on jobsite waste,
and streamlines installation.

• Enhanced design flexibility

And speaking of time, nobody wants
to wait around for out-of-stock
product, either. Weyerhaeuser Framer
Series lumber is readily available in
the standard sizes and dimensions
you need for a variety of applications.

• Mold inhibitor helps material stay clean
and bright, reducing product loss and
callbacks

Green builders appreciate the way
Weyerhaeuser leads the industry in
using wood from forests managed to
sustainable forestry standards and
making the most of each tree. Our
mills are certified to the Sustainable
Forestry Initiative (SFI) Certified
Sourcing standard, and every piece of
Weyerhaeuser Framer Series lumber
is marked with a SFI logo, providing you assurance of a product from responsible sources.
Weyerhaeuser Framer Series lumber is trouble-free when we deliver it, and stays troublefree while you frame it, while you sell it, and while the homeowners are enjoying it later.
When you can get the best, why settle for standard?

This product is Green Approved by the NAHB
Research Center for meeting certain criteria
in the National Green Building Standard . Visit
www.GreenApprovedProducts.com for details.
™
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Weyerhaeuser Framer Series lumber—
manufactured in the U.S.A. using locally sourced
raw materials. Support the local economy and
contribute to the reduction of transportation
related greenhouse gas emissions.

FRAMERSERIES.COM

Weyerhaeuser and Framer Series are registered trademarks of Weyerhaeuser NR.

• No more field culling
• Labor savings
• Reduced jobsite framing waste
• Streamlined underlayment installation

L I M I T E D 2–Y E A R W A R R A N T Y

Weyerhaeuser Framer Series® Lumber

What Is Covered?

Secondary Remanufacturing and Treatments

When properly stored, installed and maintained, in non-exposed
applications Weyerhaeuser Framer Series® lumber (Framer Series
lumber) is warranted by Weyerhaeuser Company (Weyerhaeuser)
against warp that would cause a deﬂection of ﬂat surfaces and
subsequent repair or rework by the builder for a period of 2 years from
the date of the original purchase of the product.

Surface and pressure treatment of Framer Series lumber will not void
the terms of this warranty. Remanufacturing processes that include
re-planing or in any other way changing the original dimensions of
the product will void this warranty. Further, Weyerhaeuser speciﬁcally
disclaims any performance claims, warranties and guaranties
regarding the efﬁcacy of any secondary treatments applied.

Deﬁnition of Covered Conditions

What Weyerhaeuser Will Do

Warp is deﬁned as a twist or curve that has developed in lumber
originally manufactured to be ﬂat and straight. The warp attributes of
structural lumber covered by this warranty are:
● Bow: This is warp along the length of the face of lumber.
● Crook, or side bend: This is warp along the length of the edge of
lumber
● Twist: This is when the faces of the board are not in the same plane
along its length.
Some minor warp is present in all natural wood products and does not
constitute a failure under this warranty unless it causes the surface of
a properly constructed wall, ﬂoor, ceiling, or deck to deﬂect from a ﬂat
plane requiring repair due to warped boards.
This warranty does not cover the performance of Framer Series lumber
due to:
● Changes in dimensional size due to shrinking or swelling due to
secondary surface or pressure treatments or prolonged exposure to
moisture.
● Fire, ﬂoods, or man-made or natural disaster.
● Cupping of lumber—warping across the width of the board from
edges towards center.
● Manufacturing or design defects in the structure including but not
limited to improper blocking, bracing or joint alignment.
● Improper installation, including misalignment of “Crown Up”
markings.
● Deﬂections due to loading.
● Nail protrusions (“pop”) that can be common due to nail selection,
interior humidity, or other factors not related to the Framer Series
lumber.
● Noncompliance with storage or handling instructions, installation
instructions, applicable building code or generally accepted
construction practices.
● Uses outside the U.S. and Canada
Note: Warp is not caused by wood fungal decay or rot. Like any wood
product, all framing lumber may be at risk for mold, fungal decay or
rot when exposed to repeated wetting or high-moisture environments,
particularly if not properly ventilated. For this reason, manufacturing,
design and use features must ensure Framer Series lumber is
protected from such exposure by appropriate ﬁnish coverings for wall,
ﬂoor and ceiling systems. This warranty does not cover mold, fungal
decay, or rot

For surface plane deﬂections covered by this warranty, Weyerhaeuser
will pay for the repair or replacement of the appropriate framing
members. This includes the sheathing, ﬂooring or drywall, and
surface covering at wholesale cost, and the reasonable cost of labor.
Weyerhaeuser’s payment will not exceed the original cost and the
reasonable cost for removal of existing materials or $30 per linear
foot of affected Framer Series lumber, whichever is less. All claims
must be made and warranty work allowed to be completed prior to the
installation of any additional plumbing, electrical, sheathing, ﬂooring,
drywall, millwork or surface coverings.
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What You Must Do
You must notify Weyerhaeuser in writing of any claim under this
warranty within 30 days of the discovery of the surface deﬂection at the
following address:
Weyerhaeuser Wood Products
Attn: Product Assurance
220 Occidental Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98104
Upon request, you must provide Weyerhaeuser with reasonable proof
of product identiﬁcation in the form of a product sample, a photograph
of the large identifying stamp on each piece, or dated receipt. A
Weyerhaeuser representative must be given the opportunity to inspect
the structure prior to any alteration, change or repair.

Incidental or Consequential Damages
Weyerhaeuser’s sole responsibility for surface deﬂection due to framing
component warp is as set forth in this warranty and Weyerhaeuser will
not be responsible for incidental, indirect or consequential damages.
Some states and provinces do not allow the exclusion or limitation
of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitation or
exclusion may not apply to you.

State Law Rights
This warranty gives you speciﬁc legal rights, and you may also have
other rights which vary from state to state and province to province.
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